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It has been a difficult week in and out of school due to the closure of classes. I would
like to say a big thank you to parents and carers for your patience and understanding
while we make the school as safe as possible for students. Although we do not have
all classes open today we will be fully open again from Monday 25th.
At the beginning of the week we were visited by our new School Improvement
Advisor who took part in joint lesson observations with members of the senior
leadership team. It would be fair to say that he was extremely pleased with the
quality of teaching and learning across the school as he was able to view classes from
Nursey to Post16.

I hope you all have a good weekend.
Scott Jarred – Headteacher

SG1 HAVE A GO
AT THE SHEET PAN MEDITERRANEAN
ROASTED LAMB
Written by Lénaïck Peters (would be food critic)

And what a go it was!
There I was as every Friday lunchtime, having worked up
an appetite and fighting my ingrained belief that Friday’s
dinners should feel like well-deserved treats. I was
already regretting not ordering the usual Friday Fish and
chips meal, now having to make do with one of those
cheap tin meals stocked up in my locker.
With the said cheap meal reheating in the microwave I
could not help but turn to scan everybody’s lunches like
an eagle in search of its prey.

And there it was!
A beautiful dark stew with generous pieces of meat but
alas, the stew was progressively making its way between
the inviting plate and the mouth of my colleague Lisa. The lucky Lisa who
not only was enjoying her sumptuous meal but who, as far as I could see, had
more to come in the serving dish next to her plate. Well HOW greedy!
I was now struggling between minding my own business OR …
complimenting Lisa on her dish in the hope that she may share it with me. I
am French after all and food is important to me! So, I talked to her. “Help
yourself”, said Lisa so of course I took … everything!
The sauce was DIVINE and full of flavours; its thickness was just the right
texture, a silkiness that would coat gently a piece of bread. The various spices
outlived the hint of garlic and the pleasing aroma of rosemary. The lamb was
delicious, and portions were generous. The carrots were soft and the fennel
seemed to play hide and seek in the rich sauce. The shallots were whole and
sweet as if braised whilst preserving some crunch in the middle.
The mouth-watering sheet pan Mediterranean roasted lamb was worthy of
a restaurant and turned out to be everything I wanted to finish my
working week.
Thank you SG1

More Forest School fun for Flamingo Class…

Valuing Voices Project
Nexus Foundation Special School has been selected to participate in an exciting new arts project. The
project is called “Valuing Voices: the Child’s, Teacher’s and Artists’” and is supported by the Paul Hamlyn
Teacher Development Fund, Canterbury Christ Church University and Kent Special Educational Needs
Trust.
The Valuing Voices project will run in the primary phase of six Kent Special Schools over two academic
years. Each school in the project will have the opportunity to work with a dance artist and a visual artist.
The project aims to develop an exciting, accessible and arts rich curriculum within the schools to enable
our children to thrive.
The objectives for the project are:
• To further develop the Arts within the project schools, including Artsmark;
• To further increase teacher’s skills knowledge and confidence within dance and visual art through
working with artists;
• To support artists and teachers to understand the notion of curriculum co-constructions;
• For teachers to have opportunities to become research active through reflective practice;
• To innovate practice, such as using technology to support engagement in the arts.
We are very lucky to have been selected for this innovative project and are looking forward to working
with the dance and visual artists over the next two years. In future newsletters we will update you with
some of the project activities and curriculum developments.

POST 16 CAFE
The TG Enterprise team will be will
opening their café next Tuesday in
the cafeteria between 14.00 15.00.
They will be serving hot and cold
drinks, scones and cookies. There
will be some new recipes this term
and a new loyalty card system.
Buy 3 drinks/cakes and get a
fourth free.

Continuing on with appropriate age related content for our children, it is a difficult and sometimes a seemingly
impossible feat to protect our children when they are using search engines. Often completely innocent searches
come up with shocking and scary results. That’s why SWGfL have created their own adaption with Swiggle, a
child friendly safer search engine built on Googles own system. It is certainly worth looking at and encouraging
your children to use it. You can find it at www.swiggle.org.uk
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